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Author Note: This book takes place before
and during Damaged, it can be read before,
but I strongly urge that this be read AFTER
Damaged. (this isnt a gimmick or anything,
the way the story is set it does do spoilers
for Damaged) Xavier is set to protect the
dying races. As a fierce gargoyle warrior,
he isnt meant to love deeply. Drake is the
last of his kind, and survival isnt easy.
Xavier recognizes Drake as his true mate
the first time they meet. However, Drakes
tormented past has led him to the wrong
woman. Xavier must do what he can to
save Drake from the choices hes made. If
Drakes resentment, fears, and stubborn
denial can be overcome, theyll have a love
that could bridge the races. This isnt a story
of redemption. This is their story.
Warning: This is technically an adult book.
There are exploit scenes of sex, torture, and
violence. This isnt meant for readers under
the age of 18. Please note this is a
Male/Male Romance.
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